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An otherworldly energy runs through the city of Savannah, betraying its sleepy, moss-cradled

charm. The old, beguiling streets look welcoming to mostÃ¢â‚¬Â¦but certain families know what

lurks under their genteel surfaces. Families like Mercy TaylorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s, which has the most

powerful lineage of witches in the South, know this all too well.Mercy and her husband, Peter, are

happily preparing to welcome baby Colin into their lives. But their excitement quickly becomes

overshadowed by a gruesome discovery: someone has scattered severed limbs throughout the city.

After a troubling visit from an old foe, Mercy learns dark magic is at play, and someoneÃ¢â‚¬â€•or

somethingÃ¢â‚¬â€•wants her and her unborn child out of the picture. To uncover the shocking

reason why, the amateur witch must face a force beyond her powerÃ¢â‚¬Â¦or risk losing

everything.The third book in J.D. HornÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Witching Savannah series, The Void is a gripping

adventure about the enchantmentÃ¢â‚¬â€•and evilÃ¢â‚¬â€•that can lie just beyond sight.
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What I liked about the first two novels was the story about the beginning of the line and how the



witches are chosen by it to maintain and protect it, but in this novel the story goes from the

fantasy/paranormal fantasy genre and adds in science fiction and horror. Mercy has gone through

so much and she is still the person that the readers love. Despite everything that her sister Maisie

has done to her she risks her live to safe her and bring her home. SheÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s lost her

friend Jilo and now she is trying to put the past behind her and looking toward the future with the

rest of her family. She and Peter are awaiting the birth of their son, Colin and she has settles into

her role as an anchor to the line. She is learning about the magic that she didnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t

know she had until the line chose her but then her life is turned upside down once again.In this third

book the reader learns more things about the creation of the line, the witches and other dimensions

in our world and it was this book that added the science fiction/horror elements to the story. We are

told that the line is machine and a result of the witches who saved our planet from colonization by

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“outsidersÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• who go from world to world stripping all magic from them

and leaving them dead, barren and lifeless like they did our neighbor Mars. We are also told that

what we would think of as Hell or at the very least purgatory is only a machine and that it is only

people who could not forgive themselves of the mistake or mistakes they made while alive so they

are stuck in that dimension, but it is possible that if there is a person or creation that has a pure soul

they co in and extract them and send them into the light. As if this was not far-fetched enough, we

then learn that our heroine is not what we thought and it just keeps getting weirder as the story

continues. What stared out as an entertaining series had becomes a hodgepodge of too many

genres that has ruined the series for me.

The VOID got pretty far out there when compared to the first book in the series. True I enjoyed

some of the ideas and possibles Horn proposed his his story line. I almost felt like he "plopped "

Mercy back into the story at the end - to keep everything happy and complete. Almost like he did the

"happy ending" thing because readers might not like where the story was going to end up. The

whole - remove Mercy from the time line was in keeping with his build up to that point in the story

with the purpose of "the Line" , and bringing her back - well it just did not work for me personally. I

found the other two books in the series more enjoyable and this one almost a tedious read.

I really enjoyed the first 2 books in this series. I almost did't purchased the 3rd books after reading

several horrible reviews and a handful of lukewarm reviews. But, I just couldn't move on without

knowing how the story ended. I'm so happy, I purchased this book. I think the ending was fantastic.

There were twists and turns to the very end. I thought that I'd be left hanging, but no, I feel that the



author did an excellent job tying up loose ends. I don't have that feeling that one often has at the

end of a book or series, wondering what happens/happened to the characters that you just spent so

much of your time investing in and caring about. The way this series ended makes me believe that

the author cared for these characters as well. Well done.

Dear Mr. Horn,Thank you for this beautiful ending. I love how you weaved it and made everything

connect. It was nice to learn all the things about our girl, Mercy. I am actually pleased to hope she

might turn to Emmett. I was hoping for that from the beginning of his creation. LoL!As much as I

don't like all the death and horrible things that happen around the Taylor family, I do enjoy how it all

connects in one way or another.Again I couldn't sleep for I wanted to finish reading. And now I feel a

since of lose or departure from this amazing characters I've grown fond of. Thank you for telling

their story!

Just like another reviewer said, the 1st 1/2 of the book was really promising but the 2nd 1/2 was just

a jumbled busy screwed up mess. Maybe I am too much of a romantic but I was very disappointed

in the direction that Mercy and Peter's relationship went. The only couple who actually got a happily

ever after was Oliver and Adam. I could write on and on about all the ways this book has a crappy

unfinished ending but then I would just be describing the last 8 chapters of the book. My advice is to

stop at book 2 and imaginatively create your own ending because it will be much better than what

Mr. Horn wrote. The only reason why I gave 3 stars is because the 1st 1/2 is pretty good and Mr.

Horn has great imaginative writing skills...it almost makes me wonder if someone else wrote the last

1/2 of the book for him?

I thoroughly loved this series. I was very invested I and loved the characters. By the end of the

story, I was depressed. And the ending itself was confusing and unfulfilling. Hate to leave a negative

review, but I wish I could have the hours I spent on this book back.

I've now finished the trilogy, and truly enjoyed the series, and I must say I wish there would be just

one more.I'm left wondering what happens with Mercy, will she spend her new life without ever

regaining her powers? Will she and Patrick get back what they had? Or, will she and Emmet start a

life together, and what will become of the line.I am also left wondering what will become of her

sister? Who will Anchor the line? Oh, Mr. Horn you've got more work to do, in fact a whole new

story...what of Adam and Oliver? And the whole other side of the family.....you all will love this series



with its twists and turns all woven together with magick , deceit, lust and love, and a city fully of

secrets.I hated to see the End....
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